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New detectors installed at CMS-TOTEM (CT-PPS) and ATLAS (AFP) to detect 
intact protons from proton diffraction at small angles [Maciej’s and Jonathan’s talks]

Opens possibility to measure central exclusive processes [Lucian’s, Valery’s talks]

Forward detectors & Photon collisions

forward

central

forward

central
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    Our focus is on pure gauge interactions, hence , γγ γZ, ZZ, WW final states   

Neutral quartic gauge interactions ( ,  Z,  ZZγγγγ γγγ γγ ) only happen at 1-loop 
in the SM and tend to be soft. It is a good place to look for Physics Beyond 
the SM 

Quartic gauge interactions

(For example)

Our focus today is , γγ γZ final states.



  

                                   Background and cuts for , γγ γZ

  Mass and rapidity matching
(provided by forward detectors)

Acceptance+ basic cuts
(no forward dector needed)

1

+ pile-up

  , γ Z, W

 γ

   γγ final state

Main background: Inclusive , γγ γZ, Wγ  + Intact protons from pile-up
Forward detectors are crucial to reject it
Other backgrounds:Central exclusive QCD, DPE,...

    13 TeV,  300 fb-1,  μ=50



  

                                   

     Mass matching:

   Rapidity matching:

Background and cuts for , γγ γZ



  

                                   

    

Background and cuts for , γγ γZ

  jj γ final state
   Mass and rapidity 
     matching

Acceptance+ 
basic cuts

  ll γ final state

Acceptance+ 
basic cuts

   Mass and rapidity 
     matching



  

                                   

        
    For heavy New Physics                      , low-energy effects are described by 

local operators: 

    For  γγ collisions these effective operators are

Effective theory (EFT)
?? = + (For example)

Only these ones 
needed today

Other possible 
operators:



  

                                   

        
    

Expected sensitivities for , γγ γZ (1D)                                   

        

   

    

   

   γγ final state

ll γ 13 TeV,  3000 fb-1,  μ=200, 5σ  13 TeV,  3000 fb-1,  μ=200, 5σ 

    13 TeV,  300 fb-1,  μ=50, 5σ      13 TeV,  300 fb-1,  μ=50, 5σ  
ll γ

ll +  jj γ γ  final states

100 TeV,  3000 fb-1,  μ=200, 5σ
100 TeV,  3000 fb-1,  μ=1000, 5σ

jj γ

FCC-like

HL-LHC

(To do)



  

                                   

        
    

Expected sensitivities for , γγ γZ (2D)                                   

        

   

    

   

ATLAS limit on  Z→  γγγ from 8 TeV data: [1509.05051]



  

                                   

        
    

Sensitivity to new electroweak particles                                    

        

   

    

   

                                   

        
    

 

?? = +...

For generic heavy particles with 
hypercharge Y and SU(2)L rep

of dimension d, EFT matching is

 γγ

Gives model-independent bounds
on EW particles, like VL leptons.

For                 (e.g d=6, N=3 )
the γγ channel gives

[SF/Gersdorff ‘13]



  

                                   

        
    

Sensitivity to new neutral particles                                    

        

   

    

   

                                   

        
    

?? = +...

For neutral particles with 
spin 0 or 2, one writes a 
‘simplified model’ :

CP-even scalar CP-odd scalar

Spin-2

and EFT matching is

ll +  jj  γ γ

 γγ

Sensitivities to the scalar for13 TeV,  300 fb-1,  μ=50, 5σ : For example:
KK graviton (IR brane photon):

Dilaton:

 γγ



  

                                   

        
    

γZ as a discriminant                                    

        

   

    

   

                                   

        
    

?? = +...
The Lagrangian of neutral particles
 arises from a SU(2)L  x U(1)Y theory, 

UV IR

If the particle couples universally to the kinetic terms,  
the γZ coupling vanishes. Hence the γZ channel 
provides discriminative information

In what scenarios does                   happen? 

KK gravitons with IR brane gauge fields
KK gravitons and radion with bulk gauge fields 
and small brane kinetic terms
...



  

                                   

        
    

Sensitivity to polarizable dark particles                                   

        

   

    

   

                                   

        
    

+...

Polarizable dark particles:
                                                             
                                                          
 provides powerful discriminatoryinformation

?? =
Search is meaningful in caseof intrinsic polarizability:   Motivations: γ-ray lines from DM, Stealth DM, VL confinement, ... 

 γγ

Reach in the TeV range in     and 
If     is a DM candidate, complementarity with other searches

String



  

                                   

        
    

Conclusions & Outlook                                   

        

   

    

   

                                   

        
    

We have estimated sensitivities of the LHC (and FCC a bit) to 
anomalous  gauge couplings in photon collisions with proton tagging.

For γγ (γZ) final states, anomalous couplings down to 
                        are accessible assuming 300 fb-1, μ=50 at the LHC.

These anomalous gauge couplings measurement give access to NP 
candidates like charged EW particles, KK gravitons, polarizable dark 
particles... with complementarities for γγ/γZ and wrpto other 
searches

Next projects : 
Prospects for the ZZ final state
Prospects for missing energy search using timing detectors
Searches for broad resonances inaccessible by bump searches
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Differential rates
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